Making a Spectrum of 5G Sevices Fit Into Your Environment
The C-band spectrum auction opens up new 5G rollouts and business opportunities,
so get to know all your options for deploying small cells in your area.
Signal Range
High FR2
mmWave band

Frequency

24.25 GHz to
52.6 GHz

Mid FR1 band
1GHz to
6GHz

Peak
data rate:
10 Gbps

C-Band
3.3-4.2
GHz

C-Band auctions will
expand 5G availability

100s of
meters

Peak
data rate:
1Gbps

The FCC is now awarding C-band
spectrum to wireless carriers and
other large companies to expand
5G services.

miles

The mid-band C-band has an ideal
balance of geographic coverage
and capacity/performance.

Low FR1 band
700 MHz to
2.7 GHz

Peak data rate: 100 Mbps

10+ miles

Know the small cell options available to you
Since streetlights are ubiquitous, a pole topper is the most likely location for 5G radios – and if concealment is
desired then choose a 5G friendly material like Raycap’s InvisiWave®. What about the rest of the small cell site?
You have options.

Side mounted

Clamshell

Cylindrical ground

Custom

This straightforward
conﬁguration avoids
locating equipment
on the ground by
mounting electronics
onto side of the pole.

When it’s diﬃcult to
side-mount due to
wind loads or
obstructions, this
innovative clamshell
enclosure combines
all electronics and
radios neatly around
the pole base.

This low-proﬁle
enclosure is easy to
site — up to 20 feet
away from the pole
that hosts the
antennas — and it’s
easy to maintain.

A custom enclosure
can be creative:
for example, this
trash receptable
format mimics other
street furniture to
blend in with city
architecture
seamlessly.

Creative solutions beyond the standard streetlight
Rooftop
Integrated small
cell streetlight pole
The most elegant solution
is an integrated streetlight
pole that combines and
conceals all the antennas,
radios and electronics
within the steel structure.

Wall mounted
Small cell sites can
be concealed within
wall-mounted signs,
HVAC-like concealments
and custom shrouds that
blend in with buildings.

Talk to
, the Experts in
STEALTH 5G Small Cell Enclosures
Meet the expanding demand for 5G small sites using the best options for your
municipality, ﬁnished and painted to your speciﬁcations.
Contact Raycap for more information on our broad array of 5G small cell
installations and concealment options.

Find more information at: raycap .com

Rooftop solutions resembling chimneys
and cupolas complement existing
building details.

